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OVERVIEW

Phonological awareness and phonemic awareness are
essential steps in developing children’s understandings
about words and sounds in words. Both phonological
awareness and phonemic awareness are highly correlated
with success in beginning reading but they are not sufficient
in and of themselves to guarantee reading success. They
belong as part of a comprehensive approach to literacy.
(Adams, 1990, Griffith & Olson, 1992; Yopp, 1995; Lyon,
1997; Ehri & Nunes, 2002; National Reading Panel, 2000;
Cunningham, 2005).
Phonological awareness is broader in scope than
phonemic awareness and includes units of sound larger
than the phoneme, such as syllable, onset and rimes. It
includes the ability to separate sentences into words and
words into syllables.
Phonemic awareness includes the ability to recognize
that words are made up of a discrete set of sounds and the
ability to manipulate sounds. It is an oral ability - ability to
hear words that begin alike, that ending sounds rhyme and
that there are three sounds in the word cat. Phonemes are
abstract. They do not carry meaning, and do not necessarily
sound the same in isolation as they do in context.
Phonics or Graphophonics - is the knowledge of the
visual forms of letters and letter-sound relationships and
how they are used in reading and writing.
(Hall, & Cunningham, 2009 and First Steps in Literacy:
Reading Resource Book, 2013).
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RELEVANCE TO PROGRAM
OF STUDIES
General Outcome 2
Comprehend and respond personally and critically to oral,
print and other media texts
2.1 Use strategies and cues
2.2 Appreciate the artistry of texts
General Outcome 4
Enhance the clarity and artistry of communication
4.1 Expand knowledge of language
4.2 Enhance artistry
4.2 Attend to conventions
General Outcome 5
Respect, support and collaborate with others
5.1 Celebrate accomplishments and events
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Source: http://blog.maketaketeach.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Phonological-Awareness.gif

Source of image:
http://blog.maketaketeach.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/Phonological-Awareness.gif
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SNAPSHOT

Instruction in phonemic and phonological awareness
should be playful as teachers read and tell stories, play
word games and use rhymes and riddles. However, it
should be purposeful and planned; we cannot leave it to
chance. (Morrow, L.M. (2012). Literacy development in the
early years: Helping children read and write (7 th Edition).
Boston, MA: Pearson)
Phonological awareness should be integrated in
all learning activities. Isolated phonics worksheets/
workbooks are not an effective way to teach phonological
awareness.
Classroom Activities - Use a variety of activities to orally
recognize, hear, identify, and make and break words into
parts:
• Rhyming games such as memory, bingo, rhyme
search and scavenger hunts
• Read poems or stories with predictable rhyming
words or patterns
• Listen to and sing rhyming songs
• Use a puppet to segment words and parts of a word
• Use kinesthetic activities (e.g. step, jump or throw a
ball for each syllable)
• Use manipulatives to represent sounds in a word
• Say a word and students identify the beginning,
ending, or medial sound in the word ex.
• Use Elkonin boxes to visually support phonemic
awareness and spelling
How to use Elkonin Boxes
1. Pronounce a target word slowly, stretching it out by
sound.
2. Ask the child to repeat the word.
3. Draw “boxes” or squares on a piece of paper,
chalkboard, or dry erase board with one box for each
syllable or phoneme.
4. Have the child count the number of phonemes in
the word, not necessarily the number of letters. For
example, wish has three phonemes and will use three
boxes. /w/, /i/,/sh/
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5.

5.cellDirect
child to
of thethe
Elkonin
boxslide
dra
cell of the Elkonin box
Direct the child to slide one colored circle, unifix cube,
or corresponding letter in each cell of the Elkonin box
Example
1: Elkonin
box is used to break
drawing as he/she
repeats
the word.

a
Example 1: Elkonin box is used to brea

Example 1: Elkonin box is used to break apart sounds:
/b/ /i/ /g/.”
b
i
g

b

i

g

Example 2: Elkonin box is used to break apart sounds:
Example 2: Elkonin box is used to
/sh/ /ee/ /p/ consists of three phonemes

break a
Example 2: Elkonin box is used to brea

CONSIDERATIONS – PLANNING
TIPS – CLASSROOM
CONSIDERATIONSDESIGN
–PLANNING TIPS – CLA

Focus on hearing
and manipulating–PLANNING
sounds in oral
CONSIDERATIONS
TIPS – C
language in playful movement based activities. Visit this
Phonological
awareness
activities
must b
resource page to find a sample Gr 1-2 Lesson Outline from
Blevins (2017):hearing
https://resources.corwin.com/wileyblevins/
and manipulating
in oral
Phonological
awarenesssounds
activities
mus
student-resources/tools

and manipulating
Teachers need hearing
to accurately
isolate and sounds
produce in or
Teachers
need
to
accurately
isolate
phonemes. For example, teachers may be unaware and p
that they are that
adding
a vowel
after a aconsonant
when
they
are adding
vowel after
a cons
to accurately
isolate
an
pronouncing “p”Teachers
which endsneed
up sounding
like “puh”.
The
extra
vowel
sound
is
incorrect.
There
are
extra vowel sound
incorrect.
There are
thatis they
are adding
a many
vowelvideos
after a co
available to support
such as:
area, teachers,
for

extra vowel sound is incorrect. There a

The Key Sounds
of English - How to say 44 Phonemes
example:
and 4 Blends: area, for
● The Key Sounds of English
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xiqUVnXExTQ

- How
example:
https://www.youtube.com/watch
Jolly Phonics 42 Letter Sounds:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=3LD7m3luv0Y● The Key Sounds of English - Ho
● Jolly Phonics 42 Letter Sounds: h
https://www.youtube.com/wa
Progression of Phonological
Awareness Skills Simplest to Most Complex :
● Jolly Phonics 42 Letter Sounds:
Rhyme Providing
• Say a wordProgression
that rhymes with
...
of Phonological
Rhyme Categorization
• Do these words rhyme?

Awareness S

Progression of Phonological Awarenes

Rhyme Providing
Sound Providing
• What sound do●you Say
hearaatword
the beginning
of ... ? with
that rhymes
• What vowel sound
do
you
hear
in
…
?
Rhyme
Providing
Rhyme
• What sound
do youCategorization
hear at the end of … ?

●

Sound Categorization
Rhyme
• Is there a /f/ in … ?

...

Say a word that rhymes with ..
Categorization
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● Do these words rhyme?
Sound Providing
● What sound do you hear at the beginning of ... ?
Do these words rhyme?
● Do these words rhyme?
● What vowel sound do you hear in … ?
Providing
● What sound do you hear at the end of … ?
Sound Providing
Sound
What sound do ●youWhat
hear
at
the
beginning
of
...
?
sound do you hear at the beginning of ... ? Categorization
● Is there a /f/ in … ?
● What
vowel
sound
What vowel sound
do you
hear
indo
…you
? hear in … ?
● What sound do you hear at the end of … ? ● Which word begins with … ?
What sound do you hear at the end of … ?
● Which word has the same beginning sound as … ?
Sound Categorization
● Which word has the same vowel sound as … ?
Categorization ● Is there a /f/ in … ?
● Which word has the same ending sound as … ?
● ?Which word begins with … ?
Is there a /f/ in …
● Which word does not begin the same as the others?
● Which word has the same beginning sound as ●… ?Which word does not end the same as the others?
Which word begins with … ?
● Which word has the same vowel sound as …
?
Blending
Which word has●the
same
beginning
sound
… ?as … ?● compound words
Which
word
has the same
endingas
sound
Which
word
does not
beginas
the…
same
Which word has●the
same
vowel
sound
? as the others?
● syllables
● phonemes
Which
word
does not
end the
Which word has●the
same
ending
sound
assame
… ?as the others?
Segmentation
Blending
Which word does
not
begin
the
same
as
the
others?
● sentences
● compound words
Which word does
end the same as the others? ● syllables
● not
syllables
● phonemes
● phonemes
g
Deletion
Segmentation
● compound words
compound words
● sentences
● syllables
syllables
● syllables
● phonemes
●
phonemes
phonemes
Substitution
Deletion
● compound words
ntation
● compound words
● syllables
sentences
● syllables
● phonemes – initial, vowel, end

•
•

Which word begins with … ?
Which word has the same beginning
sound as … ?
Which word has the same vowel
sound as … ?
Which word has the same ending
sound as … ?
Which word does not begin the same as the others?
Which word does not end the same as the others?

•
•
•
•

Blending
• compound words
• syllables
• phonemes

High-frequency words are the most commonly used words
in texts and up to 50 percent of all text is composed of them.
Because many of these words are phonetically irregular and
tend to be abstract, it can be helpful to simply memorize them.
There are many word lists easily available. Plan activities to
support mastery and quick recall of sight words.
Read alouds and literature are an invaluable support to
develop phonological awareness. Words Their Way includes
ideas of children’s literature that support each stage of
development. Look for natural connections in a wide variety
of texts so children can read new words in context.

RESOURCES
Animated Literacy - Jim Stone: www.animated-literacy.com

Blevins, Wiley. (2016). A fresh look at
phonics: Common causes of failure and 7
ingredients for success. Thousand Oaks,
CA: Corwin Literacy.

Segmentation

● phonemes
syllables
First Steps in Literacy - Reading Resource Book and
• sentences
PROFESSIONAL RESOURCES
p. 6 A Few Map
Thoughts
experts
phonemes Substitution
Reading
of from
Development
• syllables
● compound words
The grey bullets need to be darker
n
Animated
Literacy
Jim
Stone:
w

ww.animated-literacy.com
● syllables
http://www.erlc.ca/resources/resources/first_steps_in_
• phonemes
The last item on the Experts list should actually be moved to the bottom of the resou
compound words
● phonemes – initial, vowel, end
First Steps in Literacy - Reading Resource Book and Reading Map of Development
literacy/
page: Why Phonics Teaching Must Change, ASCD...
syllables
Deletion
http://www.erlc.ca/resources/resources/first_steps_in_literacy/
PROFESSIONAL RESOURCES
phonemes
• compound words
p. 7 Consultant Tips
Itchy’s Alphabet (available in French and English):
ution •
Animated Literacy - Jim Stone: www.animated-literacy.com
http://www.itchysalphabet.com/
After each of the three headers
in purple,
please add
ellipsis ... (dot,
dot, dot)
syllables
Itchy’s
Alphabet
(available
in French
compound words
Image goes with this reference
In
second
paragraph
More
impactful
implementation.
Rewording
first
two lines - sh
• phonemes
First Steps in Literacy - Reading Resource Book and Reading Map of Development
andsequence
English):
syllables
Following a program or logical
in order to teach these skills. Teaching stud
http://www.erlc.ca/resources/resources/first_steps_in_literacy/
http://www.itchysalphabet.com/
use...
phonemes
– initial, vowel, end
Substitution

•

Itchy’s Alphabet (available
in French and English):
compound
words

•

phonemes – initial, vowel, end

http://www.itchysalphabet.com/
SIONAL
• RESOURCES
syllables
Image goes with this reference

ed Literacy - Jim Stone: www.animated-literacy.com

order
to review
skills,
consider
doing
one or two dictations
eps in In
Literacy
- Reading
Resource
Book and
Reading Map
of Development
per week. Set up words to review in a series of lines (words
www.erlc.ca/resources/resources/first_steps_in_literacy/

with new skill, words with review skills, and some sentences.)
students repeat and
you circulate and offer
e goes
with this Then
reference
assistance.
write correct answer on the board and
students can self-check. This is not intended as a summative
assessment.

Alphabet
(available
in French
and English):
Read
each
sentence
aloud, have
www.itchysalphabet.com/
then have them write sentences as

Line 1
Line 2
Line 3
Line 4

mop
not
fox
clap
stick
lift
The frog can hop.
The frog hops on top of the rock.

Visit this resource site for sample building word lessons and
word sorts for 30 weeks in Grade 1: https://resources.corwin.
com/wileyblevins/student-resources/tools

Third paragraph - go the extra mile. Rewording last two lines - should read:
Providing students opportunities to generate, sort, transfer, and manipulate patterns a
increasing
complexity.
Advancing
to multi-syllabic
words.
Experiencing
Jolly
Phonics
Canada
(available
in French
and
English):new words
word
hop
could
be
read
in
a
text
about
frog
life
cycles.
http://jollyworks.org/
Delete the entire Success looks like text...

Joyful Literacy Interventions by Dr. Janet Nadine Mort:
https://joyfulliteracy.com/
(Teacher’s
Resource
manual
p. 7 The panda image goes with the
Animated Literacy
resource
so maybe switch th
bottom of list to go with image.
recommended)
p. 7 Challenges/Pitfalls
Miriam
Trehearne (Calgary) - http://miriamtrehearne.ca/
First bullet - Add in one opening line to start off this bullet:
publications/
Waiting too long to test and identify students.

•Then(2015)
paths
K-2.same bullet:
add in a Multiple
sentence and
green to
linkliteracy:
at end of this
•Alberta
(2005)
Comprehensive
Literacy
Resource
for Grades
Government
- Human Services
have developed
a series
of "Talk 1-2
Boxes" that
children
ages 5-12 - what to expect at each age and everyday tips for creating langua
Teachers
•www.humanservices.alberta.ca/family-community/talk-box-school-age.html
(2003) Kindergarten Teacher’s Resource Book - Sample
Chapter
onthePhonological
We have
rewritten
rest of the bullets in Challenges section - please replace them
• Awareness: https://www.hand2mind.com/pdf/
kindergarten/chapter_2.pdf
! Targeting interventions solely on phonics skills. When providing interventions to strugglin
balanced approach where
vocabulary,
background
knowledge and phonic
Clark-Edmands,
S. students
(2008).develop
Literacy
leaders:
10-minute
created in for
otherphonological
critical components
of reading. Cambridge: Educators
lessons
awareness.
Pub. Service.
! Lack of exposure to words and lack of practice using new words. Do daily read alouds. Inc
classrooms among students both during formal instruction and informal opportunities.
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gical

A FEW THOUGHTS FROM
EDUCATIONAL EXPERTS IN
THIS AREA:

+

Pinnell, G. S., & Fountas, I. C. (2011). Literacy
beginnings: A prekindergarten handbook.
Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

ook.

ess:
kus: IRA Literacy Survival Tips
reness_classroom_g
and Phonemic Awareness:

for New Teachers (2011) - Phonics
Classroom Guide to Best Practices
and Top 5 Phonics/Word Work Lessons - Lori Oczkus:
https://www.wku.edu/ste/staff/documents/nancy_hulan/
ed books, poems,
phonics_phonemic_awareness_classroom_guide.pdf
English:

When skill deficiencies are identified,
appropriate intervention efforts should be
set in motion; assuming that time (i.e. general
maturation) and/or increased oral language
ability will lead to adequate early literacy
achievement appears misguided. Instruction
and intervention are the keys to learning;
time or maturation alone is not. (Scheule,
Spencer, Barako-Arndt, & Guillot, 2007)

Article: Phonological Awareness Is Child’s Play! - an overview
it is, suggested books, poems, and games, and how
to involve families including those whose first language
is not English: https://www.naeyc.org/files/yc/file/200901/
Awareness.aspx
BTJPhonologicalAwareness.pdf

eness - of
thiswhat
article
of strategies that

ion of early literacy

Excerpt from Threads of Reading by Karen Tankersley Readiness/Phonemic Awareness - this article contains
a tasks:
detailed explanation about Phonemic Awareness and
learning
features a long list of strategies that can be used to teach
Phonemic Awareness: http://www.ascd.org/publications/
books/103316/chapters/Readiness~Phonemic-Awareness.aspx

ABC Readers with phonological processing

weaknesses also tend to be the poorest
spellers (Cassar, Treiman, Moats, Pollo, &
Kessler, 2005).

TES)

et: ABC, 4th

Research suggests that phonological
awareness transfers from one language to
another (Durgunoglu & Oney 2000). When
children have opportunities to explore
speech sounds of any language, they build
insight about the nature of speech and carry
that insight to a second language. (Yopp &
Yopp, 2009)

Firm Foundations Document, North Vancouver - instructional
materials for acquisition of early literacy skills orally
and through play: http://www.sd44.ca/District/Resources/
Documents/EarlyLearningResources.pdf
Florida Center for Reading - 90 page Phonological
Awareness book of lesson plans/learning tasks:
http://www.fcrr.org/for-educators/sca_k-1.asp
Why Phonics Teaching Must Change, ASCD Educational
Leadership, September 2008: http://www.ascd.org/
publications/educational-leadership/sept08/vol66/num01/WhyPhonics-Teaching-Must-Change.aspx

Research tells us that phonemic awareness
is the primary indicator of readiness for
reading instruction, as well as a reliable
predictor of future success in reading. Since
phonemic awareness is an awareness of (and
competency in) oral language, it follows that
the more a child practices oral language, the
stronger his or her phonemic awareness
grows, and the more ready he or she is for
phonic connections and ultimately written
language (Middendorf, C. (2009). Building oral
language skills. New York, NY:Scholastic.)

a

Phonological awareness interacts with and
facilitates the development of vocabulary and
word consciousness. Phonological awareness
and memory are involved in these activities of
word learning:
•
•
•
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Attending to unfamiliar words and
comparing them with known words
Repeating and pronouncing words
correctly
Remembering (encoding) words
accurately so that they can be retrieved
and used
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PHOTOS/ VIDEOS – SEE IT IN
ACTION

Someone who has the basics mastered and could go the extra mile might look like this
Using screening tools to effectively group students and differentiate instruction based on what they
already know and where they still need support. Modeling good speech and clear articulations.
Providing students opportunities to generate, contrast and manipulate patterns with increasing
See classrooms in action:
complexity.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LucNw_2G_FU

Success looks like...
Landry:
Phonological
Awareness
Instruction
Students joining in onSusan
word games,
playing with
rhymes, manipulating
oral language,
and confidently
why
it
is
important
to
address
skills
at
the highest
deleting and substituting sounds in words.

CONSULTANT TIPS

level of the development continuum of phonological
awareness: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9bg-g5eYIgg

PHOTOS/ VIDEOS – SEE IT IN ACTION

Itchy’s Alphabet:

See classrooms in action:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LucNw_2G_FU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_EYf5nH7XYE

Basic implementation would look like this...
Awareness
Instruction
- why it is important to address
Playing with sounds that may involve whole Susan Landry: Phonological
Elkonin
Boxes:
https://www.youtube.com/
of the development continuum of phonological
class or small group instruction. Randomly skills at the highest level
watch?v=CIhurqhIk0c
awareness: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9bg-g5eYIgg
choosing target sounds/skills. Monitoring student
Animated Literacy- Jim Stone:
articulations and specifically teaching/correcting
Animated Literacy- Jim Stone:
https://youtube/9PS9Ow2FQrk?list=PLvSx5fwhen you hear errors.
https://youtu.be/9PS9Ow2FQrk?list=PLvSx5f-AfD7RdppJWM_pkI5HDbXzIsWYk
AfD7RdppJWM_pkI5HDbXzIsWYk
A more impactful implementation would look like
Itchy’s
Alphabet:
h

ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_EYf5nH7XYE
this...
Following a program or logical sequence in order
Elkonin Boxes : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CIhurqhIk0c
to teach these skills. Teaching students to hear,
articulate, and use sounds and patterns. Using
literacy centers where students can practice, learn
CHALLENGES/PITFALLS
and coach one another which provides time to
! Early identification and remediation is critical. Uncorrected errors can lead to long term difficulties in
support intervention groups.
speech, reading and writing. If you suspect that a child has production or articulation errors, seek

Someone who has the basics mastered and could
further support (e.g. administrators, special needs coordinator, RCSD, and/or a speech/language
go the extra mile might look like this...
pathologist). Some students may have poor speech perception, problems making appropriate
inferences about phonological components of words to store them correctly or impaired sound
Using screening tools to effectively group students
rehearsals (Preston & Edwards, 2009)
and differentiate instruction based on what they
! Increase talk times in classrooms among students both during formal instruction and informal
already know and where they still need support.
opportunities.
Modeling good speech and clear articulations.
! Work with children who need additional supports one on one more frequently so they receive direct
Providing students opportunities to generate,
modeling and interaction. It could be as simple as having purposeful conversations during transition
sort, transfer, and manipulate patterns and times or while they are putting their coats on.
phonemes with increasing complexity. Advancing
! Partner with parents. Encourage word play and rich conversations at home and in the car. Send home
to multi-syllabic words. Experiencing new words
in
a backpack full of activities, supplies and phonological games to facilitate interactions. Host a school
connected texts, e.g., the word hop could be read
in a text about frog life cycles.
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Text word game ideas to parents, include ideas in the
monthly class newsletter or post on the class blog.
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CHALLENGES/PITFALLS
!

•

http://www.humanservices.alberta.ca/familycommunity/talk-box-school-age.html

•

http://pbskids.org/island/parents/

•

http://www.readingrockets.org/audience/
parents (Growing Readers - monthly parent tip
sheets)

•

https://pals.virginia.edu/parents-monthlyactivity.html

!

Lack of teacher understanding. There are many guiding
Waiting too long to test and identify students. Early
documents to help teachers determine the ideal order in
identification and remediation is critical. Uncorrected
which to teach phonemes, the correct way to pronounce
errors can lead to long term difficulties in speech,
sounds, and providing initial scaffolds to help students
reading and writing. If you suspect that a child has
such as stretching sounds using hand symbols and using
production or articulation errors, seek further support
manipulatives such as Elkonin boxes and picture cards.
(e.g. administrators, special needs coordinator,
RCSD, and/or a speech/language pathologist). Some
An overfocus on rhyming and alliteration. This can be
students may have poor speech perception, problems
fun, but focusing instruction on blending, segmenting
making appropriate inferences about phonological
and manipulating
beeninclude
shown
to in
produce
night. Text wordphonemes
game ideas tohas
parents,
ideas
the monthly c
components of words to store them correctly orfamily literacy
greater
improvements
in
phonemic
awareness
and
class blog.
impaired sound rehearsals (Preston & Edwards, 2009) post on the
future reading achievement in young children. (Reutzel,

!

●

http://pbskids.org/island/parents/

2015)
Alberta Government - Human Services have developed ● http://www.readingrockets.org/audience/parents
 (Growing Readers - month
a series of “Talk Boxes” that provide tips to parents for
sheets)
children ages 5-12 - what to expect at each age and Learners
will have developed phonological skills at various
● https://pals.virginia.edu/parents-monthly-activity.html
everyday tips for creating language-rich environments. levels of difficulty. This phonological continuum might
! Learners will have developed phonological skills at differing levels of difficulty. This
http://www.humanservices.alberta.ca/family-community/ provide guidance for what needs to be reinforced next:
continuum might provide guidance for what needs to be reinforced next:
talk-box-school-age.html

!

!
!

!

Targeting interventions solely on phonics skills. When
providing interventions to struggling readers, aim to
offer a balanced approach where students develop
vocabulary, background knowledge and phonics so that
deficits are not created in other critical components of
reading.
Lack of exposure to words and lack of practice using
new words. Do daily read alouds. Increase talk times
in classrooms among students both during formal
instruction and informal opportunities.
Not using assessment to inform instruction. Group
students by identified needs. Find materials that can
support the diverse needs, e.g. develop activities with
an entry points that meets all learners and provides
differentiated levels of practice.
Source:
First
Steps,
Reading
Source:
First
Steps,
ReadingResource
ResourceBook,
Book,2013,
2013, p.
p. 75.
75.

Limited time provide sufficient practice. Partner withMODIFICATIONS, SUPPORTS AND TECHNOLOGY TOOLS
parents to extend the learning. Encourage word
play and rich conversations at home and in the car.Phonological awareness teaching ideas from Caroline Musselwhite on ERLC website:
Send home a backpack full of activities, supplies andInstruction for Students with Significant Disabilities:
phonological games to facilitate interactions. Host a
http://literacyforallinstruction.ca/alphabet-phonological-awareness/
school family literacy night.

Blog post - strategies a California teacher uses when students cannot hear beginning
http://blog.heidisongs.com/2013/12/sound-discrimination-what-to-do-when-children
ginning-sounds.html
8

Blog post - strategies a reading specialist uses to help students who struggle with pho
awareness:
http://learningattheprimarypond.com/blog/phonological-awareness-interventions-fo

ASSESSMENT TOOLS

PHONOLOGICAL
AWARENESS

We need to monitor student student growth in identifying
letters and sounds over a longer period of time to check for
mastery and retention. Assessments should be cumulative
and longer as the year progresses. We should look at both
accuracy and speed which can tell you which letters and
sounds need more instruction and practice. (Blevins, 2016).
Visit this resource page to find a sample progression in the
Cumulative Phonics Mastery Assessment: https://resources.
corwin.com/wileyblevins/student-resources/tools

GRADES K-3

MODIFICATIONS, SUPPORTS
AND TECHNOLOGY TOOLS

Comprehensive Phonics Survey (Blevins, 2016):
http://resources.corwin.com/sites/default/files/
Comprehensive%20Phonics%20Survey.pdf

Phonological awareness teaching ideas from
Caroline Musselwhite on ERLC website: Literacy
Instruction for Students with Significant
Disabilities: http://literacyforallinstruction.ca/
alphabet-phonological-awareness/

The Words Their Way resource includes a variety of
Diagnostic Spelling Inventories: https://mypearsontraining.
com/assets/files/documents/TG_WTW_Assessment.pdf
Reading A-Z - Sample Lessons and Phonological
Awareness Assessment: https://www.readinga-z.com/
assessments/phonological-awareness-assessment/

Blog post - strategies a California teacher uses
when students cannot hear beginning sounds:
http://blog.heidisongs.com/2013/12/sounddiscrimination-what-to-do-when-children-cannothear-beginning-sounds.html

Reading Readiness Screening Tool by Learning
Disabilities Association of Alberta (LDAA) - On-line or
in person training is available for a RRST workshop:
www.righttoread.ca

Blog post - strategies a reading specialist uses
to help students who struggle with phonological
awareness: http://learningattheprimarypond.com/
blog/phonological-awareness-interventions-forstruggling-readers/

Reading Rockets - Phonemic Awareness Assessment:
http://www.readingrockets.org/article/phonemic-awarenessassessment
Free Online Assessment Tools:

Common Sense Media “Best Of” List - Reading
Apps, Games and Websites: https://www.
commonsensemedia.org/lists/reading-apps-gamesding Apps, Games
and Websites:
and-websites

•

Quick Phonological Awareness Screening:
http://www.hpedsb.on.ca/ec/services/cst/elementary/
literacy/documents/November2013QPASwithFAQ.pdf

•

Phonological Awareness Skills Test:
http://www.specialconnections.ku.edu/~specconn/page/
instruction/ra/case/caseb/pdf/caseb_scene1_2.pdf

/reading-apps-games-and-websites
Whiteboard activities

and apps recommended by
Wiley Blevins (2016): Bob Books, Rock ‘N Learn,
Montessori Crosswords, Magnetic Alphabet, Sight
Words app, Reading Raven, Starfall ABCs and
Teaching
gical Awareness
Assessment:Phonics (by Blevins, 2011)

It is through writing that all of a
student’s phonics knowledge is tested,
confirmed and consolidated. It is
application at the the highest level.  

/phonological-awareness-assessment/

ing Disabilities Association of Alberta (LDAA) - On-line or in
shop: www.righttoread.ca

sessment:
onemic-awareness-assessment

					 (Blevins, 2016)
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